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Logic Line-Ups

Introduction
Why Play Logic Line-Ups?
• Sharpen Thinking Skills
• Develop Spatial Vocabulary
• Promote Cooperation
• Teambuilding

How to Play
The basic idea is for students
to use logic to line up object
cards according to clues. On
the following pages, you will find
detailed instructions for the
basic way to play along with
some powerful variations based
on other Kagan structures.

When to Play?

What’s In this Book?
• Problems & Answers: For
each of the 12 themes, the first
page has six problems (and
answers). Each problem has
multiple clues. Use the problem
pages to read the clues to your
class. Or copy the problem
pages for students. If you’re
handing them out to students,
you may want to cover the
answers.

Problem Pages

There are 12 themes or topics.
Outer Space, for example, is
one of the 12 themes. If you
teach thematically or address
one of these topics, integrate
these logic activities into your
lessons. Or use them any time
for fun and to develop thinking
skills.
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• Object Cards: There are both
quarter-page cards and fullpage cards. The quarter-page
cards are intended for students, teams or pairs working
alone. Copy them onto a sheet
of paper and cut the cards
apart for sequencing. The fullpage cards are for whole class
Logic Line-Ups. With the fullpage cards, it is easy for you to
check at a glance whether or
not students are in the correct
order.

Quarter-Page
Object Cards

Make Your Own Problems
There are lots of ready-to-use
problems in this book. If you’d
like more, you can easily come
up with your own problems.
Students can also work together to make their own problems and send them to another
team to solve. See page 80.

Other Sequencing Ideas
See the list of ideas of other
ways to have students sequence their cards. See ideas
on page 84.

A Note From the Author
I really enjoyed coming up with
these logic problems. I made an
effort to make them different
in both the type of logic required to find the solution, and
the spatial vocabulary. Hopefully they will provide hours of
fun and learning for you and
your students.

Full-Page
Object Cards
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uter Space
Aliens, a space rover, an astronaut and a planet are lost in space.
Can you help the astronomer figure out where they are?

Problem 1
1. The aliens and the astronaut are right next to each other.
2. The planet is after the space rover.
3. The space rover is right after the astronaut.

Problem 2
1. The space rover is not on an end.
2. The aliens are as far from the planet as possible.
3. Either the aliens or space rover are last.
4. The astronaut is closest to the planet.

Problem 3
1. Neither the aliens nor the planet are on an end.
2. The space rover is not last.
3. The space rover is not beside the planet.

Problem 4
1. The living beings are on the ends.
2. The astronaut is closer to the space rover than the aliens.
3. Mercury is after the vehicle.

Problem 5
1. The aliens are next to the planet, but not first.
2. The aliens are next to the astronaut, but not last.
3. The aliens are not in third.
4. Both the astronaut and the space rover are on the right of the alien.

Problem 6
1. No one is between the space rover and astronaut.
2. No one is between the planet and space rover.
3. No one is between the aliens and planet.
4. The aliens are not last.
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Answers
1. Aliens, Astronaut, Space Rover, Planet
2. Planet, Astronaut, Space Rover, Aliens
3. Space Rover, Aliens, Planet, Astronaut
4. Astronaut, Space Rover, Planet, Aliens
5. Planet, Aliens, Astronaut, Space Rover
6. Aliens, Planet, Space Rover, Astronaut
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Problem 1
1. The human is not last.
2. The shark is second or third.
3. The fish is one before the end.

Problem 2
Problem 3

1. The shark is not first.
2. Neither the diver nor the fish are on an end.
3. The fish is not between the diver and the shark.

1. The one with tentacles is not on an end.
2. The one with two legs is right after the octopus.
3. The diver is not fourth.
4. The one with a rigid triangular dorsal fin is not first.

Problem 4
1. Only the shark is next to the one wearing a suit.
2. Only the one that releases an ink cloud for
safety is next to the fish.
3. The diver is not after the shark.

Problem 5
1. Two are between the fish and shark.
2. The one with suckers is not second.
3. The fish and octopus are not next to each other.

Problem 6
1. The one without a backbone is not last.
2. The octopus is not second.
3. The fish and octopus are not next to each other.
4. The diver is not second.
5. The fish is right before the diver.

Answers
1. Diver, Shark, Fish, Octopus
2. Octopus, Fish, Diver, Shark
3. Fish, Octopus, Diver, Shark
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4. Diver, Shark, Octopus, Fish
5. Fish, Diver, Octopus, Shark
6. Octopus, Shark, Fish, Diver
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